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Abstract   28 

The implementation of hospital-wide Electronic Medical Records (EMRs) is still an unsolved quest 29 

for many hospital managers. Despite past studies acknowledged the numerous advantages of EMRs, hospital 30 

professionals such as physicians and nurses have been found indifferent, when not resistant, to the adoption of 31 

EMRs. This study combines institutional and individual factors to explain which determinants can trigger or 32 

inhibit the EMRs implementation in an hospital setting, and which variables managers can exploit to guide 33 

professionals’ behaviours. Data have been collected through a survey administered to physicians and nurses 34 

in an Italian University Hospital in Rome. A total of 114 high-quality responses had been received. Results 35 

show that both, physicians and nurses, expect many benefits from the use of EMR. In particular, it is believed 36 

that the EMR will have a positive impact on: quality, efficiency and effectiveness of care; handover 37 

communication between healthcare workers; teaching, tutoring and research activities; greater control of your 38 

own business. Data show an interplay between individual and institutional determinants: normative factors 39 

directly affect perceived usefulness (C = 0.30 **), perceived ease of use (C = 0.26 **) and intention to use 40 

EMR (C = 0.33 **). Regulative factors directly affect only intention to use EMR (C = -0.21 **). Control 41 

variables have no impact on other variables in the model. The analysis carried out shows that the key 42 

determinants of the intention to use EMR are the normative ones (peer influence). Therefore, the Management 43 

can leverage on power users to motivate, generate and manage change.  44 
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Introduction 48 

The implementation of hospital-wide Electronic Medical Records (EMRs) is still an unsolved quest 49 

for many hospitals [1,2]. Despite a significant body of evidence about the numerous advantages of EMRs [e.g., 50 

2-9], many initiatives of EMRs implementation still fall far behind expectations and hospitals appear unable 51 

to fully capture the opportunities offered by EMRs in terms of improvement of the organization of hospital 52 

healthcare delivery, performance monitoring and support to clinical research and trials. As a result of these 53 

failures, hospital managers and professionals developed different narratives to justify these negative outcomes. 54 

On the one hand, hospital managers complained that physicians and nurses were indifferent, when not resistant, 55 

to the adoption of EMRs [2,10]. This happened because hospitals are professional organizations, where 56 

hospital professionals have wide jurisdiction on decision-making and practices and, as consequence, hospital 57 

managers have limited authority to mandate innovation and change of established practices and behaviours 58 

[11]. On the other hand, hospital professionals complained that EMRs have been designed misaligned to their 59 

needs and to their clinical practice, thus generating more shortcomings than benefits [12-13]. Additionally, 60 

sometimes the transition towards EMRs has been poorly managed by hospital managers who focused their 61 

attention more to “technical issues” rather than to competencies and alignment to clinical practice [14].    62 

These different narratives found echoes in a number of past reviews [e.g., 5,6,10,12] that crystallized 63 

the most significant barriers and facilitators to implement EMRs in hospitals and offered first-hand 64 

recommendations about strategies and initiatives that might increase the chance of success. Many authors agree 65 

that the most critical barrier refers to professionals themselves who appear often hostile to the implementation 66 

of EMRs and the consequent changes in their practices and behaviours [3,4,8,13]. Other important barriers 67 

reported are: (i) the poor design and technical concerns of EMR [4-6]; (ii) the complexity of system and 68 

development issues [13,14]; (iii) the lack of time and the high workload; (iv) the limited perceived ease of use; 69 

(v) still open privacy and security concerns; (vi) high investment costs; and (vii) the lack of real needs to use 70 

EMR [5]. Some authors identified also the following perceived disadvantages related to EMR implementation: 71 

(i) negative impact on productivity [5,14,15]; (ii) negative impact on patient and health professional interaction 72 

[5]; (iii) less high-quality time spent by professionals with patients; (iv) request of more training and daily 73 

support from IT office that hinder current activities [15]. On the other side, a number of enablers to use EMRs 74 

were found: (i) user-centric design and consequent ease of use [3,5,6]; (ii) hardware availability and system 75 
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reliability in terms of speed, safety and lack of failure [3,6,14]; (iii) hospital professionals’ high digital literacy 76 

and familiarity with EMRs [5,6,13]; (iv) customized end-user training [6,7,13]; (v) reduction of time required 77 

for activities such as document search, edit and storage, management of laboratory orders and medical care, 78 

etc. [8,9]; and perceived support from hospital managers along the design and implementation phases [6,14]. 79 

Additionally, other studies gathered evidence that EMRs might improve some organizational needs, such as 80 

collaboration among different professionals, continuous team-working, empowered control over activities and 81 

development of new cultures and narratives about innovation and improvement [3,4,6,14].  82 

In a nutshell, past contributions confirmed that the most salient predictor of the success of the 83 

implementation of an EMR in hospitals relies on hospital professionals’ intention to use it and change their 84 

current practices and behaviours because they perceive that advantages will outbalance the costs of change. If 85 

claiming that the intention to use an EMR is the most significant predictor might appear as an expected – also 86 

trivial for many scholars of innovation management in healthcare –, the comprehension of which factors might 87 

trigger or inhibit such intention to use is still an open question that needs further research and evidence. In fact, 88 

despite the undoubted value of past studies, some main limitations still puzzle our understanding of what 89 

actually drives the intention to use EMRs by hospital professionals – namely, physicians and nurses. First, past 90 

reviews offered a list of relevant factors that might affect the intention to use without clarifying the potential 91 

interconnections among them within a coherent theoretical framework. Second, previous studies gathered 92 

evidence to confirm the role played by institutional factors as well as by individual, professional factors, 93 

without exploring the potential interplay among them. Third, how hospital professionals belonging to either 94 

different profession (e.g., physicians vs. nurses) or different speciality (e.g., cardiology vs. orthopaedics) might 95 

be interested to use an EMR has not been investigated in-depth, being the large part of past studies focused to 96 

generic “professionals”. Against these limitations, this study aimed at gathering original evidence to further 97 

the ongoing debate about the implementation of EMRs in hospitals by developing and empirically testing a 98 

research framework that clarifies the interconnections among the most relevant factors that might shape 99 

hospital professionals’ intention to use an EMR, with particular attention to the potential interplay among 100 

institutional and individual factors. The research framework combines two different bodies of literature. On 101 

the one hand, we considered the well-respected Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), whose main 102 

assumption is that physicians and nurses are professionals whose decision of using EMRs is taken with limited 103 
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influence of hospital managers [16,17] on the basis of perceived usefulness and ease of use. On the other hand, 104 

we grounded on Institutional Theory, whose claim is that professionals are strongly subject to institutional 105 

forces put in place by their organization and thus “forced” to align their practice to what their organization 106 

expects from them [18]. In this view, physicians’ and nurses’ decision to engage with an EMR is not entirely 107 

based on rational thinking, but it is affected by the influence of the overarching structures, rules, social norms 108 

and culture in which they are embedded [19,20]. By combining these theories – that have been adopted so far 109 

to offer opposite explanations –, this study investigated the interplay between institutional and individual 110 

factors, thus offering novel insights on the determinants of hospital professionals’ intention to use EMRs. In 111 

this view, the main goal of this study is pointing-out how and to what extent individual and organizational 112 

determinants might trigger or inhibit EMR implementation in hospitals, and whether an interplay does exist 113 

between them.  114 

Material and methods 115 

Theoretical background 116 

In order to evaluate the potential interplay between individual and institutional variables, a research 117 

framework has been created (Fig. 1). As anticipated above, the framework integrates into a coherent view of 118 

two theories that belong to two different – and still isolated – bodies of literature:   119 

- The Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), from Information Science, that has been widely used in the 120 

last decades in healthcare to understand what leads professionals or patients to accept or reject Information 121 

Technology [21];  122 

- The Institutional Theory, from Public Management, that has been largely adopted in the last decades to 123 

assess how institutional factors shape professionals’ behaviours [22-24].  124 

Technology Acceptance Model 125 

The TAM was introduced for the first time by Davis in 1989 [21]. The main problem raised by the 126 

author was to understand what leads people to accept or reject Information Technology. In this regards, two 127 

main variables have been identified: the perceived usefulness and the ease of use. Perceived usefulness 128 

measures “the degree to which a person believes that using a particular system would enhance his or her job 129 

performance” [21], and therefore induces individuals to use technology as it allows to obtain better results. On 130 
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the other hand, the ease of use measures “the degree to which a person believes that using a system would be 131 

free of effort” [21,25] and induces the potential users to use a certain technology since it requires low energy 132 

expenditure while it may bring advantages. The first one induces an individual to use technology as it allows 133 

to obtain better results in his work; the ease of use, on the other hand, stimulates potential users to use a certain 134 

technology since many advantages are supported with low energy expenditure.  135 

Institutional Theory 136 

The Institutional Theory refers to a line of organizational research that recognize the significant 137 

organizational effects that are associated with the increase of cultural and social forces. According to Scott 138 

[22-24], “Institutions are made up of cultural-cognitive, normative and regulative elements, which together 139 

with associated activities and resources offer stability and meaning to social life.” These three forces are 140 

present in totally developed institutional systems, with economists and political scientists placing emphasis on 141 

regulative, sociological and normative factors, and anthropologists and organizational theorists placing 142 

emphasis on cognitive-cultural factors. According to this perspective, individuals are embedded in institutional 143 

pillars that limit the scope of their rational assessment and direct the engagement of specific behaviours [22-144 

24]. Scott [22-24] defines the three institutional pillars as follows:  145 

- regulative pillars: which regard the existence of regulations, rules and processes whose breach is 146 

monitored and sanctioned;   147 

- normative pillars: which introduce a social dimension of appropriate behaviours in the organization; 148 

- cultural pillars: which emphasize the use of common schemas, frames, and other shared symbolic 149 

representations that create an attachment to the ‘appropriate’ behaviour.  150 

Research Framework 151 

Consistently to our research questions, we combined the two theories described above to develop an 152 

original, comprehensive research framework where individual and institutional determinants have been 153 

interlinked to explore their potential interplay in explaining hospital professionals’ intention to use an EMR. 154 

Coherently to past researches about user acceptance of new technologies [26,27], we considered age and job 155 

seniority as key control variables. Additionally, to narrow the knowledge gap about how hospital professionals 156 

belonging to either different profession (e.g., physicians vs. nurses) or different speciality (e.g., cardiology vs. 157 
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orthopaedics) might be interested to use an EMR, we included clinical speciality and profession as control 158 

variables. Figure 1 offers a synoptic view of our research framework, where the independent variable (i.e., the 159 

intention to use an EMR) is explained by individual factors from TAM (i.e., perceived usefulness and perceived 160 

ease of use) as well as by institutional factors from Institutional Theory (i.e., regulative factors that refer to the 161 

degree of adhesion to hospital managers’ goals, and normative factors that explain the peer influence among 162 

hospital colleagues. Control variables have been also displayed.  163 

 164 

 165 

 166 

Fig 1. Research Framework. 167 

 168 

 169 

 170 

According to the research questions and the research framework the following research hypotheses 171 

(H) were stated: H1: Individual factors (perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use) directly affect the 172 

intention to use EMR; H2: Organizational factors (normative and regulative factors) directly affect individual 173 

factors and the intention to use EMR; H3: Some control variables (age, seniority, clinical specialties and 174 

different professions) directly affect individual factors and the intention to use EMR.  175 

Setting and research methodology 176 

Given the explorative nature of this study, a single case study research design has been adopted. The 177 

choice of a single case study offers the opportunity to eliminate potential confounding factors due to the 178 

heterogeneity – in terms of strategy, legacy, professionals’ behaviours and technology infrastructure – that 179 

different hospitals might show. The choice of investigating a single case allowed us to focus our attention to 180 

those individual and organizational factors that might facilitate/inhibit the implementation of an EMR in 181 

hospitals, revealing the potential interplay among them. We selected the Teaching Hospital Campus Bio-182 

Medico (CBM) in Rome (Italy) as an adequate setting for investigating our research questions. This hospital 183 

is mid-size (around 300 beds), many-disciplines, teaching and private. These characteristics are salient for our 184 

study because they have been found to increase the complexity of EMR implementation. Being teaching 185 
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hospital, there is more room for divergent goals between professionals and managers, thus creating the correct 186 

setting where to investigate the interplay between individual and organizational factors. Being many-187 

discipline, there is room to study the potential conflict among professionals from different disciplines with 188 

respect to the implementation of an EMR. Finally, being mid-size, CBM is a valid setting to observe the 189 

potential divergence between nurses and doctors about EMR. These considerations persuaded us that CBM 190 

could be assumed as an exemplary case to be investigated. To increase the generalizability of our results, a 191 

mixed-method approach has been applied for both data collection and analysis. Structured interviews have 192 

been organized with hospital managers and professionals to understand the organizational context and deep-193 

diving in the available secondary sources of information that have been made available (e.g., internal reports, 194 

meeting minutes, press release, etc.). This qualitative analysis has been coupled with a more quantitative one 195 

based on a survey administered to hospital professionals (physicians and nurses). The questionnaire has been 196 

designed based on the scales identified in the literature and reviewed in detail by the authors. Moreover, a pilot 197 

test of the questionnaire has been carried out before the survey. The questionnaire consists of two main 198 

sections: scales and constructs of the proposed model; control variables and characteristics of respondents. 199 

Individual variables were evaluated by 11 items, in particular, the scale for the measurement of perceived 200 

usefulness has been adapted from the studies of Venkatesh [28-31]. Organizational variables were explored 201 

through 4 items related to normative and regulative factors. The scale for the measurement of normative and 202 

regulative factors has been adapted from the study of Scott [32]. The survey items are made available in Annex 203 

(S1 Table). Additional questions have been designed to gather demographic and sample information. All 204 

questionnaire items related to the constructs of the proposed model were explored using a 7 point Likert scale 205 

with 1 indicating “strongly disagree” and 7 “strongly agree”.  The first re-call has been made one week after 206 

the expiration date for compilation. Three days after the first follow-up, the second recall has been sent. Finally, 207 

three days after, the third recall has been sent. Statistical analysis was performed using the software Stata 208 

14.1® The internal consistency of the constructs was verified through Cronbach’s alpha. A path analysis was 209 

performed in order to test the proposed model; a p-value of <0.05 was considered significant.  210 

The study has been approved by the General Management and the Ethics Board of CBM. All 211 

questionnaires were filled out in a period between February and September 2018, and a total of 114 responses 212 

(78 nurses and 36 physicians) had been received. Characteristics of respondents are described in Table 1. 213 
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    Frequency  Percentage 

Gender 

  

  

Male 29 25% 

Female 84 74% 

No response 1 1% 

Age 

  

  

  

  

21-30 29 25% 

31-40 51 45% 

41-50 22 19% 

> 50 11 10% 

No response 1 1% 

Profession 

  

Physician 36 32% 

Nurse 78 68% 

Seniority (years of 

working experience) 

  

  

  

  

0-10 51 45% 

11-20 44 39% 

21-30 11 10% 

31-40 4 4% 

>40 1 1% 

No response 3 3% 

Table 1. Characteristics of respondents. 214 

Results  215 

Questionnaire’s constructs internal consistency 216 

The internal consistency of constructs has been verified through the analysis of Cronbach's alpha 217 

(Table 2). As generally accepted, values greater than or equal to 0.7 were considered acceptable. 218 

Construct Items (corresponding to the survey questions)* Cronbach's 

alpha 

Perceived 

Usefulness 

A. I’m convinced that the EMR will help me carry out my tasks 

faster. 

B. Using the EMR will greatly improve the effectiveness of my work. 

C. Using the EMR in my work will greatly increase my productivity. 

0.79 

Perceived Ease of 

Use 

A. The use of EMR will increase my workload. 

B. Using the EMR I will have more control of my own work. 

C. I will have problems to use the EMR. 

D. I will be able to get the system to do what I want. 

E. The EMR will be easy to use. 

0.73 
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Intention to Use A. If I had the opportunity I would use the EMR, 

B. If I had the opportunity I would use the EMR for most of my 

work’s processes. 

C. If I had the opportunity I would work in a Hospital where the EMR 

is already used. 

0.76 

Peer Influence 

(Normative pillar) 

A. The colleagues I value most believe that I should systematically 

use the EMR. 

B. The colleagues I value most consider the use of EMR as essential 

for the Hospital. 

0.82 

Adhesion to 

Management’s 

objectives 

(Regulative pillar) 

A. I very much agree with most of the objectives of the management. 

B. I often come into conflict with the management on the priorities to 

give to my work (reversed). 
0.77 

*All items were measured on a 7-point Likert scale, where 1 = strongly disagree, 2 = moderately disagree,                                    
3 = somewhat disagree, 4 = neutral (neither disagree nor agree), 5 = somewhat agree, 6 = moderately 
agree, and 7 = strongly agree. 

Table 2. Measurement properties of constructs. 219 

Determinants of current behaviours  220 

Our data show that both physicians and nurses expect many benefits from the use of EMR. In 221 

particular, they think EMR will have a positive impact on relevant factors such as quality, efficiency and 222 

effectiveness of care; handover communication among healthcare workers; teaching, tutoring and research 223 

activities; greater control of their tasks. Data confirm that perceived usefulness (C=0.33**) directly affects the 224 

intention to use EMR. With respect to the organizational factors, data prove that does exist an interplay between 225 

them and individual determinants. In fact, normative factors directly affect perceived usefulness (C=0.30**), 226 

perceived ease of use (C=0.26**) and intention to use EMR (C=0.33**). Regulative factors affect the intention 227 

to use EMR, with a negative sign (C= -0.21**). Control variables (i.e., age, seniority, clinical area and 228 

profession) have no impact on other variables in our model. Fig 2 offers a graphical representation of our 229 

results. 230 

 231 

 232 

 233 
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Fig 2. Determinants of current behaviours. 234 

 235 

 236 

 237 

Discussion  238 

Our study sought to better clarify the relationship between organizational and individual determinants 239 

of the intention to use EMRs in a hospital setting by nurses and physicians. Previous studies [2,5,8-240 

10,12,13,33] have focused mainly on either the barriers or the facilitators that might impact on the 241 

implementation of EMRs, but, to the best of our knowledge, it has never been deepened if and how 242 

organizational and individual factors interact and affect jointly hospital professionals’ motivation to use EMRs. 243 

Our findings show that the main determinants of the intention to use EMRs are the normative ones (peer 244 

influence) [32], compared to the regulatory ones (adherence to the management's objectives) or the individual 245 

ones (perception of ease and utility of use), In other words, hospital managers can leverage on lead peer 246 

influence (i.e., innovation champions) to motivate, generate and manage change and generate a virtuous circle 247 

inside the hospital to motivate the use of EMRs.  248 

The EMRs implementation process should take into account that professionals need proper time to re-249 

establish control over their tasks and processes. In fact, the introduction of EMRs in daily clinical practice 250 

changes the status quo and, if on one hand, it allows many new opportunities, on the other hand, it involves 251 

changes that can have different effects on hospital professionals also based on their own characteristics, 252 

knowledge, skills and work type. In general, this is what happens in the case of effective implementation, while 253 

the consequences of poorly managed implementation can be very complex and involve a greater expenditure 254 

of time, energy and money to restart the processes at the previous speed and functionality. In this sense, to 255 

increase the motivation of users in all phases of the project represent an essential point for effective 256 

management of change. This study confirms the importance of involving front-line professionals, as soon as 257 

the hospital decides to start the implementation phase in order to increase their motivation to use EMRs. In 258 

fact, as a result of their involvement, professionals will better understand the rationale of this technological 259 

shift and their perception of usefulness will increase consequently. Moreover it is important to consider that, 260 
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as reported by Gastaldi et al. [34] in the absence of coercive mechanisms, institutional pressures toward EMR 261 

use are primarily normative (i.e., the organization has binding expectations about EMR use, with which 262 

professionals comply with social obligations) and/or mimetic (i.e., EMRs fit with existing taken-for-granted 263 

beliefs and logics of action, so professionals should support their adoption) [32]; therefore, as already 264 

mentioned, it is possible to leverage some power users in order to manage change.  265 

Conclusion  266 

This study offers original insights to further the ongoing debate about the digital transformation of 267 

hospitals, with a focus to EMRs. Our results show that there is an interplay between individual and 268 

organizational factors in shaping hospital professionals’ intention to use EMRs. Professionals’ perception of 269 

usefulness is affected by peer influence, thus confirming hospitals are professional organizations where change 270 

is difficult – when it is not impossible – to mandate without the consensus of professionals. When the adoption 271 

of new technologies is triggered by the adherence to hospital managers’ goals without an understanding of the 272 

advantages that the technology might bring, the expected result is a decrease of the intention to use, as shown 273 

by the negative effect of the regulative pillar on the intention to use. In this view, hospital managers should 274 

pay attention to the strategies that are putting in place to support the transition towards digitally-enabled 275 

hospitals, taking into account that their actions should match with the individual factors that drive the intention 276 

to use.  277 

Despite the original contributions, this study suffers at least two limitations that should be addressed 278 

by future research. First, the research design is based on a single case study. Further research should consider 279 

a multi-centre design, thus allowing the generalization of our results. Moreover, a multi-centre study will allow 280 

exploring the role that hospital characteristics – in terms of strategy, legacy, etc. – might have on shaping both 281 

the organizational and individual factors investigated in this study. Second, this study investigated the intention 282 

to use EMRs as the dependent variable. Further research should consider hospitals where EMRs are already 283 

mature technologies, thus allowing the investigation of the actual use and which factors might facilitate/inhibit 284 

the translation of the intention to use into actual use.   285 
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